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MEET INTERNATIONAL ORACLE DATABASE PERFORMANCE
SPECIALISTS AND IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS.
Trivadis is very pleased to organize another outstanding seminar – in Zurich, with top guest 
speakers. This year’s focus will be on Oracle Database performance and query optimization. 
Since performance is not simply a product one can buy but rather the results of an accurate 
planning and a correct implementation, the seminar will present valuable techniques not only 
for troubleshooting performance problems, but also to avoid them in fi rst place.
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EVENT OVERVIEW

Performance Days will provide a lot of valuable and practical information to diagnosing, resolving and avoiding performance 
problems in applications involving Oracle Database. The speakers will cover topics such as:

TARGET AUDIENCE AND REQUIREMENTS
Target audiences of this event are performance analysts,
database administrators, application developers, as
well as consultants who want to improve their skills in
managing performance or developing database-backed 
applications involving Oracle Database.

Participants are expected to have a working knowledge
of Oracle Database.

■ New optimizer features in Oracle Database 18c

■  How To Correctly Use AWR Reports

■  Thorough look at how external tables work

■  Most common reasons why the optimizer doesn't 
select appropriate indexes

■  Problems and workarounds related to object 

■statistics

■  Leveraging Data Guard features beyond data 
protection

■  In-depth look at the trace fi les generated by event 
10053

■  How Oracle Database really manages space inside 
tablespaces

■    Identifying performance problems in a Multitenant 
environment

■    What Oracle's in-memory databases can do

The working day will be from 9am to 5pm; and on the
evening of the 19th there will be an opportunity to share
your experiences and opinions with the speakers and other
participants in a less formal atmosphere as we meet
over drinks from 5pm to 7pm.

The seminar will be conducted in English.

LIVE OR ONLINE
Join us either live in Zurich or attend the sessions online in 
our virtual classroom. All sessions will be available as live 
streams for you. 
Requirements: access to the internet and a headset. You 
will receive your personal account prior to the event. The 
account is valid for one person. VENUE

The event takes place at the Kameha Grand 
Hotel in Zurich, Switzerland:

www.kamehagrandzuerich.com/en/contact/

PRICE
Live in the Kameha Grand Hotel, Zurich, Switzerland: 
CHF 1,950
This price includes lunches and refreshments during
the breaks.

Live Stream: CHF 1,650
The live stream will be recorded. This price includes
access to the recordings exclusively for you.

REGISTER
For your subscription please scan
the QR code or visit

www.trivadis.com/en/training/performance-days-

2018-tvdpdays

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
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THE SESSIONS

“Database Performance Diagnostics: How To Correctly Use AWR Reports” Richard Foote
I often get called in by customers to determine and address the root cause of database performance issues. 
Depending on the issue, a request for a simple Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) report is often suffi  cient 
to accurately diagnose the root problem. Using a number of Real-World AWR examples, I discuss how to best 
read an AWR report to quickly go to the most relevant sections that detail any specifi c issues. I also discuss a 
general tuning and diagnostic methodology that ensures you can quickly determine whether an AWR report will 
be suffi  cient and how to accurately and consistently use the AWR report to pinpoint and determine root causes 
for global database performance issues.

“Database Indexes and Data Clustering” Richard Foote
This session will discuss in detail some of the more common reasons why what might seem appropriate 
indexes are not automatically used by the CBO or if they are used, can result in suboptimal performance. The 
issues are often in relation to how the data is actually physically stored within the table or indeed how the CBO 
thinks such data is stored. We look at determining what the root issues might be and then discuss a number of 
methods, including those possible now with 12.2 in addressing them to potentially dramatically improve overall 
performance. The session covers a number of interesting examples, including one in which the CBO would not 
use an index to retrieve just 0.15% of data, but would later to retrieve the entire 100% of a table.

“Struggling with Statistics” Jonathan Lewis
When someone requests help on the Oracle forums to address the problem of a query picking a bad execution 
plan, one of the commonest (and most rapid) responses is the suggestion to make sure the statistics are up to 
date. Sometimes this will solve the problem, sometimes it won't solve the problem but will produce a change 
that makes it easier to identify the problem, sometimes it just won't help at all.

"Up to date" statistics, "accurate" statistics, and histograms aren't necessarily what you need to get Oracle to 
produce the execution plan you want, and in this presentation we look at some of the ways in which "good" sta-
tistics are not "good enough", and come up with some strategies for recognising when we have to work around 
Oracle's statistics and how we can work around them with the minimum of eff ort and risk.

“Execution Plans - After the fi rst steps” Jonathan Lewis
We will spend just a few minutes on a basic review of how to read execution plans using the traditional  "fi rst 
child fi rst, recursive descent" (or "near the top and over to the right") method before moving on to more sophis-
ticated details including (a) recognising when this rule doesn't apply and (b) understanding that the JOIN order 
doesn't always match the EXECUTION order and (c) realising that WHAT happens is only part of the problem, 
and HOW MANY TIMES it happens is important and can be understood.

We make time time to look at the eff ects of scalar subqueries, common table expressions, partitioning and 
parallel execution.The tools we cover will include a couple of trace events (other than 10046), the parallel query 
execution stats (v$pq_tqstat), rowsource executions stats, and SQL monitoring.



“Oracle's In-Memory Databases: Architectures, Performance and Use Cases” 
Chris Jenkins and Roger MacNicol
In this session Roger and Chris will explain the architecture of Oracle's two main in-memory database 
technologies; Oracle Database In-Memory and Oracle TimesTen. 

They will also discuss the pros and cons of these two quite diff erent technologies, which use cases do best with 
each and why, and tips and tricks for the DBA to get the best performance out of each.

THE SESSIONS
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“Oracle Database 18c - What’s New in the Oracle Optimizer?” Nigel Bayliss
This session presents what’s new in the optimizer for Oracle Database 18c. It covers new and enhanced fea-
tures such as improved statistics management, performance enhancements and plan stability. Worked examp-
les demonstrate how these features are controlled and used, along with examples of how they can be expected 
to aff ect workload performance.

“Identifying Performance Problems in a Multitenant Environment” Christian Antognini
To get the most out of the multitenant architecture available in Oracle Database 12c/18c, it is not only 
necessary to know its features from a technical point of view, but sometimes it is also necessary to change 
the way some tasks are carried out. In fact, dealing with an additional layer introduces new challenges and 
possibilities.

The aim of this session is to discuss how to identify performance problems from the command-line and through 
Enterprise Manager 13c when multitenant architecture is involved. Specifi cally, it covers what you have to 
consider, and what the diff erences are compared to non-multitenant architecture, when gathering and analyzing 
the performance data provided by dynamic performance view, AWR, and SQL trace.

“How Autonomous is the Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse?” 
Dani Schnider and Christian Antognini
With its Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud (ADWC), Oracle promises a self-confi guring, fast, secure, and 
scalable platform for data warehouses. The installation takes place with few mouse clicks, and a much easier 
development and operation of a data warehouse is assured. Things like upgrades and patches, backups, perfor-
mance optimization, scaling, indexing and partitioning, materialized views, optimizer statistics, and other "trivia" 
are no longer a concern of the customer.

The marketing statements sound tempting - or scary, depending on the starting position. But what is really behind 
it? What happens when we run our data warehouses with ADWC? Which tasks are simplifi ed or superfl uous? 
What eff ects does the self-confi guring cloud solution have on database design, ETL processes, and BI queries?

Based on various typical applications from the data warehouse area, we tested the ADWC to know where in 
the future we still need, or can, infl uence ADWC and which tasks in the construction and operation of a data 
warehouse will be eliminated or simplifi ed.



“Leveraging Data Guard Features Beyond Data Protection” Ludovico Caldara
Using Oracle Data Guard just for data protection means using less than half of its potential. Oracle Data Guard 
is included with Oracle Database Enterprise Edition: leveraging it full can increase the return of investment.

This session will give a brief overview of the client failover technologies and focus on some Oracle Data Guard 
features that can be used for common tasks such as database cloning, database migration and reporting. Live 
demoes will complete the experience.

“Chase the Optimizer Every Step of the Way” Mauro Pagano
One of the great advantages of using a query optimizer is getting your SQL translated transparently into 
something better! The Oracle CBO is capable of transforming a SQL several times even for just a simple 
statement.

This is probably why analyzing a CBO trace (event 10053) is painful and scary to many, who likes to read 100k 
lines of raw trace?

This session focuses on the mechanics behind the CQBT framework and shows an analytical approach to digest 
any CBO trace fi le decomposing it into smaller pieces, easy to analyze.

“Understanding Oracle External Tables” Roger MacNicol
It has long puzzled me that I've never seen Oracle External Tables as a talk at any OUG but they are an essen-
tial part of any DBAs arsenal.

Oracle External Tables have become much richer and more complex in the last fi ve years with the addition of

■    ORACLE_HIVE and ORACLE_BIGDATA drivers, and Big Data SQL

■    Partitioned external tables

■    In -Memory External Tables

■    Some exciting new features expected in 18c

This talk aims to review the basics and also review the rich syntax options up to and including 18c.

In particular, we will discuss: the diff erent driver types, security, datatype conversions, character set mismatch, 
performance, and parallel query. We will also review what is available for the DBA to monitor external tables 
with the data dictionary, tracing, wait events, and statistics.

“Back to the basics: TABLESPACES… but a little bit low level style” Kamil Stawiarski
There are a lot of myths and legends about storing segments in tablespaces - should we keep indexes sepa-
rated from the tables? Can we stop worrying about segment fragmentation? What is a real diff erence between 
MOVE and SHRINK? At this session, I will present you my free C++ tool to visualize the contents of the data-
fi le. We will disassemble a database block and try to understand how Oracle is really managing space inside 
tablespaces.



THE SPEAKERS

Richard Foote
Based in Canberra, Australia, he has been working in the IT industry for nearly 30 years, 20 plus years with Orac-
le database technologies. Richard has supported and diagnosed the performance of numerous highly secure, 
mission-critical, large-scale applications. In 2002, he became a member of the world-renowned Oracle OakTable 
Network and an Oracle ACE Director in 2008. Richard is a popular speaker and regularly presents at conferen-
ces including Oracle OpenWorld, IOUG Collaborate, Hotsos Symposium, AUSOUG InSync, ODTUG Kscope, 
UKOUG Conference and the E4 Enkitec Extreme Exadata Expo. He is especially renowned for his research 
and knowledge of Oracle indexing structures, hosts an internationally acclaimed blog on Index Internals and has 
developed in-depth seminars on Oracle Internals which he has presented in over some 18 countries. In 2017 he 
started his own independent consulting and training business (www.richardfooteconsulting.com).

Nigel Bayliss
Nigel is the product manager for the Oracle Optimizer; working with Oracle technology since 1988. He began 
as an application developer and gradually started to work more in the fi eld of consulting, where he specialized 
in database design and performance management. He joined Oracle Consulting in 1996 where he became 
deeply involved with the delivery of performance-critical systems and VLDB applications. Subsequently, he has 
been involved in a wide variety of diff erent roles including development, benchmarking and pre-sales (with a 
particular emphasis on Oracle Exadata). He is part of the Oracle Data Warehouse Product Management team.

Jonathan Lewis
Jonathan Lewis is a well-known fi gure in the Oracle world with more than 28 years experience using the soft-
ware. He has published three books about Oracle - the most recent being "Oracle Core" published by Apress 
Nov 2011 - and contributed to three others. He runs a couple of websites and contributes fairly regularly to 
newsgroups, forums, and User Group magazines and events around the world. Jonathan has been self-emplo-
yed for most of his time in the IT industry. For the last 17 years he has specialised in short-term assignments, 
typically of a design, review, or trouble-shooting nature. He runs seminars about using Oracle all over the world 
and has visited more than 50 diff erent countries to talk about, or trouble-shoot, Oracle systems.

Ludovico Caldara
Ludovico is an Oracle ACE Director and database specialist with 18+ years of experience on Oracle and 
other database products. He has administered literally thousands of databases in big datacenters so he has 
developed a natural leaning to automatization, monitoring and high availability. He is certifi ed on Oracle 12c 
(OCP,OCE) and MySQL 5 (OCP). He is an active blogger, frequent speaker and a confi rmed Community 
contributor: board member of the Swiss Oracle User Group, president of the RAC Special Interest Group and 
co-founder of the Italian Oracle User Group. After spending 6 years in Trivadis, Ludovico has just joined the 
CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, as computing engineer.
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Christian Antognini
Christian is a strong believer that at the core it is all about the data, and on how eff ectively companies process 
and take advantage of it. For that reason, since 1995 he has focused on the effi  cient use of database engines. 
His main interests include logical and physical database design, query optimizers, and basically everything else 
related to data processing and application performance management. He is currently working as a senior



senior principal consultant and trainer at Trivadis in Zürich, Switzerland. If he is not helping one of his customers 
get the most out of databases, he is somewhere lecturing on application performance management or database 
performance features. In addition to classes and seminars organized by Trivadis, since 2001 he has presented 
at 100+ conferences and user-group meetings in two dozen countries. He is a proud member of the OakTable 
Network and is an Oracle ACE Director. Christian is the author of Troubleshooting Oracle Performance (Apress, 
2008/2014) and the co-author of Der Oracle DBA (Hanser, 2011/2016).

Mauro Pagano
Mauro Pagano is a database performance engineer with special interest in Database Performance, SQL Tuning 
and Wrong Results. He spent more than the last decade focusing on Oracle problems, from database tuning to 
applications development. Mauro is an OakTable member and an Oracle ACE Director, he is an active member 
of the Oracle community, always willing to help or mentor other peers, and he enjoys giving back developing free 
code and presenting at Oracle User Groups conferences. He is the author of free tools SQLd360 and TUNAs360 
and the previous maintainer of other legacy tools like SQLTXPLAIN and SQLHC.

Roger McNicol
After 5 years at a startup in the UK I moved to the US, spent 5 years working on ANSI SQL support for multi-
dimensional databases. In 1995, I moved to Sybase and became the query engine architect for the world’s fi rst 
commercial pure columnar database and chair of the TPC-H subcommittee. In 2005, I moved to Oracle, spending 
fi rst 2 years in the Data Guard group at the last 10 years in the Data Storage Technologies where I am now the 
Architect for Exadata Smart Scan, co-owner of the table scan driver, and a member of both the In-Memory and 
Big Data SQL teams.

Kamil Stawiarski
Oracle Database Whisperer, performance maker and storyteller. Oracle Certifi ed Master, Oracle ACE and 
OakTable member. Owner of the ORA-600 [Database Whisperers sp. z o. o. sp. k.] company and blogger (blog.
ora-600.pl). Trainer in Oracle Partner Academy and founder of Pint with Oracle User Group (poug.org) Personally 
a big fan of Terry Pratchett: "Wisdom comes from experience. Experience is often a result of lack of wisdom.

Dani Schnider
Dani Schnider works as Senior Principal Consultant, trainer and Data Warehouse Lead Architect for Trivadis. 
Since 1994, he is working with Oracle databases (version 6 to 12c), since 1997 mainly in data warehouse pro-
jects. He is co-author of the (German) books “Data Warehousing mit Oracle – Business Intelligence in der Praxis”  
and "Data Warehouse Blueprints". Dani is Oracle ACE and writes about Data Warehousing with Oracle on his 
blog danischnider.wordpress.com

Chris Jenkins
He started his career in IT in 1982 with a 7 year stint working on mainframes as a system programmer using 
assembler, COBOL, FORTRAN, B and C. From there he moved to Informix as team leader for the EMEA platform 
engineering group followed by a few years in the Advanced Technology Group. In 1999 he joined the startup 
TimesTen and has been working with the technology ever since. When TimesTen was acquired by Oracle in 2005 
he initially held a senior pre-sales consulting role but since 2012 he is the Product Management lead.
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Following completion by the participants, every single 
training course is assessed at the levels

■ suitability of the training room,
■ suitability of the workplace,
■ functionality of the technical equipment, and
■ satisfaction throughout the entire course / seminar,

and recorded in our “TRIVALUATION” feedback system for 
quality assurance purposes. This enables us to consistently 
ensure the high quality and satisfaction of our valued custo-
mers. We really appreciate the overall rating of 9.3 from
10 points awarded by our many enthusiastic customers.

Trivadis guarantees the success of your training. 
Having completed the course / seminar, do you have any 
questions about the practical aspects? Would you like to 
repeat any of the exercises in the lab environment?

Our success guarantee allows you to repeat individual 
days, or even the entire training course, free of charge for 
up to 6 months after attending a training course. You bring 
with you the course materials from the previous training 
course.*

*excluded: Performance Days

Performance Days are presented by 

TRIVADIS TRAINING
Training born of practice for practical use, given by experi-
enced consultants – customers in Switzerland, Germany and 
Austria have been profi ting from this almost unique IT training 
concept for over 20 years. The Trivadis training courses are 
constantly evolving with the experience accumulated from se-
veral thousand projects. This means that you acquire cutting-
edge, fi eld-proven and project-related expertise at fi rst hand. 
Over the years, we have conceived over 100 training courses. 
This open course program is supplemented by individually 

adapted enterprise training courses, workshops and project-
related coaching sessions. We invest large sums of money in 
data centers, software development, and data warehouse en-
vironments. Only with fi rst-class training and regular refresher 
courses will you and your employees be able to develop and 
run these systems. We look forward to making you and your 
employees fi t for the next project, either at one of the Trivadis 
training centers or on your own premises.

 we are successful in Training since 1994

 with a considerable list of well-known and content 
 customers like Lufthansa, BMW Group, Raiff eisen 
 a.m.m.

 our trainers are Consultants with a lot of practical 
 fi eld experience, knowledge-transfer guaranteed

 beside standard courses we have self-developed 
 and tailor-made trainings

 our training materials are also digitally available

 trainings can be visited in Germany, Austria, Switzer-
 land and Denmark in more than 14 locations (or on-site)

 we off er individual Consulting, Coaching and Workshops

If Training, then from Trivadis.

GUARANTEE OF QUALITY SUCCESS GUARANTEE

WE TRANSFORM KNOWLEDGE INTO SKILLS.


